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A TRIO OF GENESIS PREMIUM BRAND MODELS TRIED BY DAVID
MILES (AND MILES BETTER NEWS AGENCY).
Kim says, “These are David’s typically comprehensive and relevant ‘First Impressions’ of
driving a selection of Genesis models, and cover some different versions compared with the
examples I drove, and featured in my Wheels-Alive article of 21st December. Notably the
G70 Shooting Brake that he tried was 2.2 litre diesel-powered (the car I sampled was a 2.0
litre petrol variant), and the GV80 tested by David was the 3.0 litre diesel version (I drove
the 2.5 litre petrol). We produced our reports independently, of course, but it is interesting
that broadly we agreed about the high quality, overall practicality and ‘desirability’ of these
new premium vehicles from Genesis”.

News
Even if you are a motorist with only a passing interest in the introduction of new models you
will not have missed the news that a new premium brand called Genesis has arrived in the
UK and in Europe overall.
Genesis is the luxury arm of Hyundai the South Korean brand which sells globally in huge
numbers alongside its other brand of Kia. South Korea, China, Russia, Canada, USA and the
Middle East are larger and longer established market regions for Genesis. The premium
brand was created in 2015.
Genesis came to the UK in May this year with first sales starting in September and all these
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sales have been to private customers, no fleet/business sales have started yet as the
premium brand establishes itself against competitors such as Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Jaguar
and Lexus.
The Genesis brand in the UK has an interesting business model as it sells directly to the
customer, it doesn’t have a dealer network as such, it markets itself heavily through media
advertising, sponsorship and media test drive events such as the one I attended.
It does however have what Genesis calls a flagship studio at the Westfield shopping centre
in London and other similar studio/showrooms will be set up in other heavy footfall venues
in the UK in due course.
Other potential customers can also contact Genesis where a dedicated personal assistant
can arrange for a test drive car to be delivered to the potential customer and if the purchase
goes ahead, either by phone or on-line, the customer’s car will be delivered and on-going it
will be collected for servicing and a loan car left in its place.
Now this business model is not new, Nissan tried it with Infiniti and that didn’t work and
they had a handful of dealerships with showrooms and service centre spread around the
UK. Genesis feels much has changed since that time and customers are now well used to
buying on-line and having goods delivered and if required returned.
The five model range line-up currently available is: The G70 compact sports saloon (think
BMW 3-Series size), the best-selling GV70 mid-sized SUV, the very new G70 Shooting Brake
estate, the G80 large saloon and the GV80 very large SUV.
Simon Branney head of Genesis Motor UK PR operation said, “We don’t have a sales target
but so far 70% of our initial UK sales have been for our SUV models and across the ranges
between 60 and 65% of models sold so far have been petrol versions although we offer
turbodiesel engines as well. Our electric models arrive in 2022, they will be all-electric
power, no hybrids or PHEV plug-ins and petrol and diesel power options will continue.”
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At the regional UK test driving event I attended I tried the latest model to join the range,
the newly added G70 Shooting Brake, their best selling model overall the – GV70 mid-sized
SUV and the current range flagship the huge GV80 SUV.

The Genesis G70 Shooting Brake
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The G70 Shooting Brake is the fifth and latest model range to be added to the fledgling new
Genesis premium brand’s line-up in Europe and the UK.
Prices range from £35,250 to £41,880 through three spec levels of Premium Line, Luxury
Line and Sport Line. There is the choice of two engines, a 2.0-litre petrol and 2.2 turbodiesel
and all models have an 8-speed auto transmission with rear wheel drive. Electric versions
should follow in 2022. Like all Genesis models the Shooting Brake is covered by a 5-year
warranty.
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The five door model has an athletic sports design. It honours the historical Shooting Brake
moniker within its title and its face showcases the brand’s signature Quad Lamps and Crest
grille. The body uses parabolic styling lines giving it the impression of long length and
sports performance. At the rear is a hatch with a floating type integral spoiler which again
builds on the sports coupé rear end appearance.
Inside, like all the Genesis models I looked at, it’s very much a ‘wow’ experience, beautifully
crafted, excellent fit and finish, very well laid out with a high level of the latest driving
technologies and certainly the claim for it to be a premium brand is not over-stated.
This slideshow requires JavaScript.
Although a bit short on headroom for me a six-footer, the interior layout, driving position,
ride comfort, handling stability and so forth were all impressive. I suspect the softer ride is
very much in keeping with the requirements of larger markets such as the USA and the
steering is not as sharp as you get with the best of European sports estates but it will be
easy to live with for real-life customers and like all Genesis models it’s a breakaway from the
all too popular Audi/BMW brands which have become commonplace.
My test drove G70 Shooting Brake version was the 2.2D that’s the 197 bhp, 4-cylinder
turbodiesel unit with a very healthy 440 Nm (325 lb.ft) ft torque. Its official WLTP Combined
Cycle fuel economy figure is 40.7 mpg and on test around some West Country hilly roads my
short test drive returned 38.2 mpg. The CO2 emissions are from 177.1 g/km. Top speed is
140 mph with zero to 62 mph taking 7.7-seconds.
Drive is to the rear wheels with a slick 8-speed auto transmission. It felt fully modern and
we are not talking past technology with Genesis bought in from other brands, it’s a great
combination for what should be a very useful business estate come fashionable family
Shooting Brake transport.
Being an estate the all import load space is 465 litres (16.42 cu.ft) and with the split rear
seats folded down this goes up to 1,535 litres (54.21 cu.ft).
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Rear seat legroom look reasonable if not class leading but priced at £41,430 for the top
Sport Line spec it looks a competitive buy and currently good scarcity value. You are not
going to see many of them on our roads for a while so what price exclusivity?
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The Genesis GV70 compact SUV
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SUVs of all size are very much in demand so it’s no surprise with Genesis their best selling
model so far is the GV70 mid-sized SUV. The line-up is priced from £41,000 through to
£44,370 with Premium Line, Luxury Line and Sport Line spec levels. There are two, 4cylinder engine options available across the range, the 2.2D turbodiesel 210 bhp unit and
the 2.5P turbo-petrol 304 bhp version. Both use an 8-speed automatic transmission with
selectable driving and terrain modes and all have 4WD.
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The turbodiesel unit returns an official Combined Cycle figure of 40 mpg with CO2 at 195
g/km whilst the petrol unit returns 29.7 mpg (25.4 mpg on test) with CO2 at a high 230
g/km so tax implications are costly but in keeping with the competition.
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My test version was 2.5T turbo petrol version with Sport Line spec priced at £43,350 which
again doesn’t look out of line with its premium competition but it has to be added its proven
competition, whereas in the EU and UK the Genesis models and its sales/service operations
have to prove themselves to punters that they will a secure buy.
I’m not going to add much to what I’ve already written about the Shooting Brake, it’s the
same high quality interior, great layout, comfortable and impressively sharp handling for a
tall riding SUV. The equipment level is comprehensive and highly recommended with all the
sat-nav, driver alert and support systems plus on-board infotainment and connectivity.
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The turbo petrol engine with 421 Nm (311 lb.ft) of torque was punchy for acceleration and
very responsive for low to mid-range speed responses. Top speed is 149mph with zero to 62
mph taking a mere 6.1-seconds so I would say this model is not only the best Genesis model
so far, it’s impressively quick when needed.
It’s practical as well with an overall length of 4,715 mm (15.46 ft) with a long wheelbase for
its class of 2,875 mm (9.43 ft). This means rear seat legroom is excellent and that still leaves
a 542 litre (19.14 cu.ft) boot which goes up to, 1,678 litres (59.26 cu.ft) with the split rear
seats folded down.
This slideshow requires JavaScript.
As a package not only is the GV70 the best Genesis so far it’s probably the best or very near
it, mid-sized SUV when price, quality, styling and specification are combined in its SUV
sector. Not only was I impressed with this and other Genesis models during my first
experience with the brand but I was totally surprised as well, but perhaps I shouldn’t have
been when we know the reputation Hyundai now has as a leading global high quality car
manufacturer.
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The Genesis GV80 large SUV
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This is the current flagship model range in the Genesis line-up; it’s a huge SUV with five and
seven seat options, the choice of a 2.5T 4-cylinder 304 bhp turbo petrol engine or a brilliant
3.0D 278 bhp, 6-cylinder turbodiesel unit. Both are mated with an 8-speed auto transmission
with 4WD and driving and terrain modes. Prices start from £56,715 and go up to in excess
off £62,000 and there are lots of options that will push that price up a lot. There are
Premium Line and Luxury Line equipment levels for both engine choices.
I tried the 3.0D turbodiesel in its 5-seat configuration with the Luxury Line spec level and
this is priced at £62,415 but in reality with options, including the £40 spare wheel, the price
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was £69,785. The options included Comfort Seats, Nappa Leather upholstery, Limited Slip
Differential, 22-inch wheels, Sunroof, Lexicon audio system and Innovation Pack whatever
that is.

In its premium brand large SUV sector these prices are competitive and look a bargain if
compared with those asked by Land Rover, Range Rover, Audi and BMW for their large
status SUVs.
Despite its size, 4,945 mm (16.22 ft) long, 1,975 mm (6.48 ft) wide and 1,715 mm (5.63
cu.ft) high and weighing, depending on spec, up to 2.3-tonnes, the GV80 has an athletic
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exterior appearance, it doesn’t look a huge ‘slab’ of a vehicle. It’s only once you get behind
the wheel does its size and weight become very much more apparent. For the record this
size and mass provides ample room for five adult passengers, or seven if that seating option
is taken.
This slideshow requires JavaScript.
The boot space is 727 litres (25.67 cu.ft) with five seats in use and with the rear seats folded
this goes up to a massive 2,144 litres (75.71 cu.ft). For good measure the diesel version has
a braked towing capacity of 2,722 kg (6.001 lb).
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Despite its sophisticated driving support, chassis, suspension and 4WD control systems, it is
not the most agile or precise handling of large SUVs. The body roll control, cornering
predictability, steering feedback and general ride quality over country roads is not fully up
to European model standards. It feels more set up for American or South Korean highways
than our winding, hilly and countryside narrow lanes. Yes it has all the driving support, 5star safety and info system you could possibly need and it’s mostly set up ready for some
autonomous driving operations when allowed, but it’s not as nice to drive as it is as
impressive to look at both inside and out.
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Like other Genesis models the build quality is impeccable, the interior a joy to be cosseted
in although I appreciate it was the highest spec model I tried plus its options.
A very worthy mention goes to the 3.0-litre, 6-cylinder turbodiesel engine. I know diesel is
not politically correct but with big SUVs such as the GV80 you need that 278 bhp of power
but even more impressive is the 588 Nm (434 lb.ft) of torque available from just 1,500 rpm.
It’s a gem, smooth, refined, quiet and really responsive, not like some other big diesels. It’s
fuel frugal as well with the WLTP Combined Cycle figure of 31.5 to 33.1 mpg and on my
brief test drive on winding country roads the figure was 28.5 mpg. The CO2 figure is 231
g/km so taxes are high but in the grand scheme of things in this premium large SUV the cost
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is insignificant which customers are prepared for. As for performance, the turbodiesel
engine provides figures of 143 mph and a zero to 62 mph acceleration time of 7.5-seconds.
Overall it’s an impressive model but if you can live with the slightly smaller GV70 mid-sized
SUV that Genesis is the model to go for. It’s just as nice inside, it has great kerb appeal but
it’s much sharper to drive with nicer road-going manners, oh and it will be easier to park.

